
Shift your business into a higher gear when 

you make LeasePlan your single source for 

fleet management support.

Experience the power of a single point of contact for all your fleet management 

needs, a single dashboard to view every detail of your business, and the 

efficiencies and cost savings created by a connected fleet.

Learn more about connecting your fleet at LeasePlan.com



Incident Management

When you’re always connected, 
incidents don’t slow you down

Our end-to-end accident management 

service handles repairs, reporting, loss 

recovery, and replacement vehicles. We 

have your back, so you can get back on 

the road. 

OneConnect

You make better decisions when 
you’re always connected

Enhance your fleet productivity and keep 

your drivers moving forward with clear 

data insights, proactive safety 

information, and better and more timely 

performance stats and actions.

MyLeasePlan App

Drivers are more empowered 
when they’re always connected

The MyLeasePlan app connects your 

team to the tools, directions, and vehicle 

and driver records they need to do their 

jobs anytime and anywhere —and keeps 

them informed while they’re on the go.

Leasing

Fleet options that are always 
connected to your business needs

Our experts work with you every step of the 

way as you build your fleet, offering purchase 

and lease options with transparent pricing 

and flexible financing to ensure you have a 

clear road to success.

Maintenance 

Maintenance costs go down when 
you’re always connected

Maintenance on fleet vehicles can be 

time-consuming and costly. Our data-driven 

approach to fleet maintenance seamlessly 

connects vehicle data, our expert support 

and nationwide network to help you avoid 

repairs and save time and money.

Fuel & Charging

You save on fuel when you’re
always connected 

Our fuel management program comes 

with a secure fuel card that’s accepted at 

more than 90 percent of stations, and 

generates automatic reports on 

performance, cost per mile, driver activity, 

and unauthorized purchases for 

insight-based fuel management. 

Anything is possible when you’re always connected. 


